Limited left-right cell migration across the midline of the gastrulating avian embryo.
During avian development the earliest phase in which the avian embryo expresses axial features of a left-right axis is at the primitive streak stage. Until the stage of definitive primitive streak (streak 4 H&H), the axis seems to possess morphological bilateral symmetry. Morphological asymmetry begins only during the next few hours of incubation, with development of overt morphological and molecular asymmetry within Hensen's node (stage 5 H&H). In this report, we present an experimental study aimed at following the pattern of cell movements during primitive streak formation and gastrulation of specific left-right regions from earlier stages of the avian embryo. To determine the origin of cells contributing to each side of the primitive streak, we applied the dye Lysinated-Rodamine-Dextran (LRD) to one half, either left or right, of the pre-streak blastoderm (stages X-XIII, EG&K). We tried to estimate the relative cell contribution to primitive streak formation, and to the three germ layers evolving during gastrulation in the context of the left-right axis. Moreover, we asked whether the midline serves as a border, that is, as a physiological barrier preventing cell passing during gastrulation. Our results demonstrate that on each side of the axis, either the right or the left, most of the cells originate from the same half of a pre-streak blastoderm, populate the same half of the PS and contribute to tissues largely confined to that particular side. However, along the primitive streak, a few cells were detected on the opposite side of the midline. Moreover, variation in the number of cells crossing the midline at specific regions along the primitive streak was found. Most crossing cells were located near the mid rostrocaudal extent of the primitive streak, from 25-85% of its length. At the posterior end of the primitive streak, fewer crossing cells were detected. At the anterior region of the PS, that is, within Hensen's node, cells do not cross the midline. These results suggest that differences occur in the process of ingression along the rostrocaudal extent of the PS.